
QUICK START GUIDE
WORKING WITH CLIENTS WHO PRESENT WITH CHRONIC PAIN

• Explain the Healing Potential of the Body
• Hypnosis does not cure or heal pain. It inspires the body and mind to 

work with the subconscious to activate a healing response and optimum 
levels of relaxation and optimism.

• Avoid long progressive relaxation inductions as pain clients don’t want to 
be in their body – it’s a place of discomfort.

• Take a Medical History for Pain 
• Help client understand the importance of altering the perception of pain

THE GOAL OF HYPNOTHERAPY FOR PAIN IS A ‘SATISFACTORY ADJUSTMENT’



WHAT YOU OFFER AS A HYPNOTHERAPIST AND MIND COACH

The aim of hypnotherapy should never be the removal of pain but instead to aim to achieve 
and maintain what is described by Turk et al (1983) as a ‘satisfactory adjustment’.  

A satisfactory adjustment is described as—
‘Keeping distress within manageable limits, maintaining a sense of personal worth:  restoring 
relations with significant others and increasing the likelihood of working out a personally 
valued and socially acceptable situation after maximum physical recovery has been obtained.

Sourced from Pain and Behavioural medicine:  A cognitive-behavioural perspective. (Turk et al 
1983) and A Comprehensive Handbook of Cognitive Therapy.

THE GOAL OF HYPNOTHERAPY FOR PAIN IS A ‘SATISFACTORY ADJUSTMENT’



QUICK START QUESTIONS

If you want to act quick and fast, ask the client to—

Describe the pain by way of how they imagine it.  
What colour is it?  What texture do they imagine it to be?
How does the pain feel?  What does it look like?  How does it differ from 
surrounding areas?  
How do they experience pain?
What triggers it?  What makes it better?  What makes it worse?

YOU STILL NEED TO TAKE A FULL CASE HISTORY AT SOME STAGE





THIS QUICK START STRATEGY LEADS WELL INTO 
CAUTELA’S CONDITIONING TECHNIQUE

Teach your client the sequence and add library of self help statements and 
anxiety management to the mix
Repetition is key
Remember the first few sessions can be difficult. Help client gain some 
mastery before moving into deeper interventions.
Then and only then, can you use some of the other cognitive strategies 
outlined.
After that Parts Therapy and Regression Therapy can be useful.

GO SLOW.  ONE THING DONE WELL IS FAR MORE EFFECTIVE THAN DOING TOO MUCH.


